Subject: Conceptual Designs

In a TASS article last month entitled, ”World has no feasible project yet to liquidate
nuclear waste”, http://www.itar-tass.com/eng/level2.html?NewsID=770725, Yevgeny
Velikhov of the Kurchatovsyk Institute noted that “ out of 14 versions of liquidating
nuclear waste in some countries, suggested by researchers now, only three can be
examined dead serious and even in this case with a great share of doubt and in the most
distant future”.
Radioactive waste can be shipped to the sun by space freight ferries, to put into pits of the
Antarctic ice cap and to place it into earth’s crust at great depths so that it can melt in the
plasma of the earth later.”
It is telling that none of these options is amongst the conceptual designs being considered
by the Nuclear Waste Management Organization irrespective of the fact that the latter
solution was patented in Canada fifteen years ago and has been suppressed ever since
with the result:
1. The Canadian government has abused its fiduciary responsibility. "It is the single
most important thing that a government must do; guarantee the security of its
people." Honourable A. Anne McLellan, Canada's Minister of Public Safety said
on being sworn in.
2. The Achilles heel of the nuclear power industry goes unaddressed as does the
West’s dependence on Mid East oil.
3. The threats occasioned by global warming and excess weapons material lying
poorly protect around the globe waiting for some terrorist or rogue nation to buy
or steal goes unabated. James Lovelock has recently repeated his warning of a few
years ago that nuclear power is the only viable means of addressing “Global
Warming”. He also stated there is no sensible reason why nuclear waste should
not be eliminated in the Earth’s subduction zones.
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